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THE ARIES-Iri D -3He TOKAMAK REACTOR: DESIGN-POINT DETERMINATION AND PARAMETRIC STUDIESt

C. G. Bathke, K. A. Wesley, R. L. Miller, and R. A. Krak(n_lld
Los Alamos National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM 87545.

J. F. Santarlus

University of Wisccnsin, 1500 Johnson Dr., M_lison, Wl 53706.

Abstrlmt: The multi.institutional ARIES study has generated a concep- fractions,6_H,+c/_r+_D = I. The computedparameters include ion density
; tual design of another tokemak fustor_ reactor in a sedge that vadea the fractions; the electrontemperature, T,; the Lawsonparameter, n,rB; and the

assumed advances in technology and physic/. The ARIES-III design uses suprathermal beta. The required 7"£is then expressed ai H.

a O-3Ho fuel cycle and requirai advances in technok)gy and phyei_ for The models used in the ASC am delmdb_l in Raf. 2, with essential
economical attmctivenou. The optimal design was chmactedzed through fsiiture_ and notation summarized below. The axiwmmetric plasma is
systems analyses for eventual conceptual engineering design. Results from characterized bythe major toroidal radtml, RT; equatorl_-plano minor radius,
the systems analysis m summarized, and a comparison with the high-field, ¢; vertical elongation, K; and triangularity, 6. Standard radial profiles are

D-T fueled ARIES-i is included, assumed for density and temperature: n(r) = n0[l - (r/rp)2] =" + nB
INTRODUCI'ION and T(r) = To[L - (r/rp)2] c'T, respectively; where rp is the circularized

The Advanced Reactor Innovationand Evaluation Study (ARIES) 1 is al plasma radius. "rho plasma toroidal betil is constrained by a Tmyon-typo
multi.year, muiti-instltuticnal oxpioretion of several tokamak-reeclor visions relation: _ - 2#o < p > /B_o = CT[,/aB_; where < p > is the volume
emphasizing economic, safety, and envimnmantal features. The first design averaged pllmma praisum, Bee is the vacuum toroidal magnetic field on
completed, ARIES.I z, is a O-1"fueled reactor that uses conventional physics axis (R = RT), _d CT is dalemlined by gabUlly considerations for each
and edvanosdtechnology, and tho second completed design reported hemin, ARIES case. In the first stability region (FSR), CT is ii constant. In the
ARIES-lIP, uses D-3Ho fual and requires am_voncesboth in englnoodng and second stability region (SSR), CT is rHxpreaied in terms of (/_#, which is
physics. The ARIES-II dmdgn is in progress and is a D-T fueled roaclor the reievent stability pmter for SSR, suchthat C.r = C_E_o/5q(L-(Z)2;
baiedonadvlmcedphyalosandconvantlonalenginHdng. Thotechnological where ( - A -L -- a/R1,, _e lathe pololdalbafa, q lathe edgemdotyfector,
advances invoked for ARIES-III include: high-efficlsncy (r/CD = 0.68), and Cq is a constant determined through stabHiLyanalysis.
energetic (3-6 MeV)noutraJ bearmlfor current drive; advanced, high current- The design requirements of the ARIES-III blanket end shiikl 7 are
density (40 MA/mz, averlged over TF coil) superconducting coils; and relaxedbecaulethoO-3HefualcyclertKluossnt, utrcnsctivationendmatodal
a low activation HT-9 shield (ii tritium breeding blanket is unnecom), damage by a factor of 10-20 ralative 1othe D-T fuel cycle and aliminafes the
Economicsdictates physicsoperalion in a high-beta _ = 0.24), high-safety- need for a t_ium breeding blanket (3He is assumed to be available from
factor (qo = 1.95, qe_g, = 6.85), sso0ed-stabillty regime (SSR) to achieve lunar sources at LM$/kg) s. An HT-9 shield that is 0.66 and 0.80 m thick
acceptable power density _ rnodorsto magnetio field (B,o -" 7.6 T) and inboard and outboard,respectively, captures the neutrons from D-T and D-D
relatively low plsarnl current (I_ = 29.9 MA.). The plasma density profile reactions for the thermal cycle and protects the advanced superconducting
is optimized to minimize boo(_ap-cummt "overdrive"(a characteristic of the TF coils. An o_genio coolant is used in the reduced neutron environment to
high (_ SSR) to 25%; the externally driven current is 7.S MA. Furthermore, obtain a high thermal efficiency, r/rH = 0.44.

ii large enorgy.o0eflnement-time enhlncement factor of R = 7.2 over the Because the fusion maotivity of the D.3Ho fuel cycle ii low compared
ITER-89P soalin_ ii requbed. The ARIES-III design point was increased in to that of the O-1"fuel cycle, high beta that leads to high piesml current is
size (major radius R,r = 7.5 m and minor radius an, = 2.,5 m) relative to the needed to produos a net eieotic power oi P.e = LGWe in a reaionably sized
cost-of-eleotl%'tty (COL=) minimum at a 2% penally in COE to ensure a low power plant. The fraction, fBC, of the plasma current driven internally by
(DO, DI') peak neutron wall loading (ew = 0. I MWlm z) and low activation, the pressure-gredisnt<lriven bootstrap effect must eppmach unity to obtain
in an attempt to achieve the most favorable eafaty regng (ieval of safeW an economically attractive design. Even if the global bootstrap current-
assurance s LSA ,, 1). Sensitivity studi_ about the COE optimum indicate drive fraction is unity, some externally driven cummt is required to match
the limiteddesign window available to D-3Ho tokamak ructom. A common, the (externally and internally) driven radial current.density profile with the
basis comparison of the eadior ARIES-I designz and ii flrat-_abilily.regime equilibrium cummt-density profile; a seed current must be ddvan on axis,
variant o( ARIES-III is n_de. and the overdrive in the plasma edge must bl canceled. AI a result of

those cummt-density profile effects the fraction of the plasma current ddvan

The ARIES-III design was param_ enalyzed with the ARIES extomaJly cannot vanish and is constrldned to I I -/ac I>-.0.25. The high
systeme x:le (ASC) z, which oxeminai different fuel mb(ai, bllmkots, and temperature required to maximize the D-3Ho fusion power requires neutral
beta li_ .s (i.e., value of the Tmyon coeffiient CT'). However, the reduced beam injection (NBI) for current ddvo.
volumetric fusion-product heating rate of D-3Ho relive to D-T severely
restdcta the plasma operegng window, which made necesmm/one major Two options were considered initially for ARIES-III: FSR and SSR.
modificationto ASC: the insertion o4 the MskNTAU plastml power balance Reactor paramotom for both options are given in Table I. Low bootstrap
code s into ASC. The MakNTAU subroutine package is based on a zero- cummt.drivo fractiorl8 (fBC "" 0.5) are typically predicted for the FSR.
dimensional, steady-state plasma model that includes ion and electron Synchrotron current drive (,fsc = 0.35) must supplamant the bootstrap
energy balanos; protium, deuterium, tritium, helium-3 and ho.qum-4 (alpha) cummt drive (_BC = 0.43) to sustain the high plaima currents ([_ =
particle continuity; ii specified imputtly fraction; chiugo balance; a piesml 67.3 MA) of the FSR. High alfk:iency (r/DC = 0.8) solid-state direct
beta constridnt;and a rnagnatk: equiUbdumcomltrlgnt. The ze_ional conversion of synchmton power9 is also assumed for the FSR ARIES-III.

equaticnl are dedved from a rarllal iiverlge over specified psalms profiles. To open an operating window in which the highly radiating (/RAD = 0.8) D-
The fractional fusion power depoJed in the ions is calculated from time 3He plssrnl ii maintained in IX)War balance, I"_#'B <_.I must be assumed,
integrals of the _ slowing down ratol. The plmm_erl input and high bafa _ = 0.t) in the FSR is m<luimd;,these constraints load to low

into the MakNTAU model include t11oion temperidure, Ti; the 1orok_ plam_ aspect ratio(,4 = 3). Even with these optimistk: assumptions the FSR option
current, I,; the ratio of padicle4o-enargy (_dlnlment time, l"p/l"E; the ratio has a signifk:tmUyhigher CO E than the SSR option by _, 20 milJ/kWeh.
of ion.to.electron enemy con_emenl time, _'s_/7"=,; and panicle reh,oling

two_sup_r_edbyusDOS,_e ofFus_nEno_.



TABLE I Comparison of Reactor Parameters f(_rARIES-I, ARIES-III, and a with the MakNTAU code, is shown in Fig. 1. For a more realisticassumption
first stability region (FSR) variant o1ARIES-III. of rp/r s = 2, an operating window exists for SSR withoutauxilary heating

at CT > 0.LS. Using an ion temperature of T, = 55keV, which is near

Parameter ARIES-I ARIES.III FSR the fuslon-power reactivitypeak for D-3He, and Tp/rr. = 2, the A-a space
was explored with the Aec, and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The curves
in Fig. 2 display a shallow minimum in CO E because reclmulating power

Stability regime FSR SSR FSR increases with smaller a, and mass (o( MPD -t) increases with larger _.
Direct conversion No No Yea Plasma power balance withoutauxiiary heating, which is too expensive to be
Fuel mix, _D/_ 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.0 0.7/0.0 considered, is not possible for A > 3.05. Ali oi the cases in power balance
Major toroidal radius, R/.(m) 6.75 7.5 6.45 are stable to ballooning modes, but require feedback stabilization of the kink

Minor radius (z(m) 1.5 2.5 2.15 modes. The A = 3 case then serves as a point of departure (POD) for
Plato elongation, K 1.80 1.84 1.85 parametric analysis of the ARIES-III option.

Plasma aspect ratio, A = RT/¢ 4.5 3.0 3.0 The restricted operating window available to SSR is expressed in
Edge safety factor, q 4.5 6.85 2.75 Fig. 3 in physics, engineering, and economic terms, where COE-optimized
Profile factors: perturbations in A, Tj, and l"p/l"B about the POD are displayed. As .4

density exponent, (_,_ 1.0 0.14 0.95 is increased _ decreases, which in turn requires larger, more massive
temperature exponent, eT 1.1 0.79 0.55 (lower MPD) reactors with higher magnetic field and COE. The higher
normaliZed edge density, nB/n 0.7 0.6 --, 0 field increases synchrotron lessee that must be offset by improved energy

TroyQn coefficient, CT 0.032 0.151 0.035 confinement (higher n_l"E). The tmpmved confinement increases the impurity
Plasma beta,/_ 0.019 0.24 0.10 fraction, which further degrades reactor perfom_ance. Eventually, nirs
Plasma poloidal beta, _# 2.80 5.41 0.93 increases to a value beyond which plasma-power-balance solutions cannot
Stability parameter, (/_0 0.62 1.80 0.31 be achieved without inordinate amounts of auxiiaw heating power. In the
Ion temperature, Tj(keV) 20 55 58 temperature variation shown in Fig. 3, increased T_(_ Tc) increases both
Electron temperature, Ta(keV) 19.1 53.3 53.4 bremsstrahlung and synchmton radiation thai in rum require higher n,_'E.
Ion density, nl(].02°/m 3) 1.25 2.08 1.91 The increased T, also increase/ the NBI current.drive efficiency, as is
Electron density, n,(102°/m 3) 1.47 3.27 2.65 evidenced by lower current drive power PCD, and subsequently lowers
Particle-to-energy confinement CO B. At lower Ti the fusion reactivity decraaase, w_h requir_ higher

time ratio, rprE 4 2 1 n_rE. In the l"p/rs varlalfon shown in Fig. 3, increased 1"p/1.z leado to
Ion-to-electron energy ¢ordtnernent batter confined fusion products, which ralaas the lml)udty fraction, f?MP.

time ratio, _'£i/rE, 1 1 1 Higher liMP produces two effects: ai) fuel dilution, which reqtdras a more
Lawson parw'nater, n_r£( 102°s/m 3) 2.9 24.5 24.4 massive (lower MPD) reactor with higtler pMsnll current that in tum results
Confinement mulifplk_r over in higher COF,, and b) higher required n_rE, which companaslas for fuel

ITER-89P scaling4, B' 2.6 7.2 3.7 dilution.

Plasma gain, Qp = PF/PcD 19.4 15.6 7.71 The off-optimum ARIES-III design choice is indicated in Fig. 2, and the
On-axi_ toroidal field, B_(T) 11.4 7.58 10.9 associated de_jn parameters are given in Table I. The ARIES-III design
Field at TF coil, B#¢(T) 21.4 14.0 20.9 was selected by increasing a from the POD until the peak neutron wall

Radiation fraction, fRAD 0.49 0.72 0.80 loading fell below 0.1 MW/m _ to reduce neutron activation and to achieve
Plasma current,/_(MA) 10.3 29.9 67.3 a level.of-safety.assurance rating of LSA = I. For the ARIES-III design the
Bootstrap-cummt fraction, fBC 0.68 0"91(b) 0"78(='b) peak neutron wall loading is 1.25 timu the average wall loading reported
Currant-drive efficiency (A/W) 0.033 0.043 0.059 in Table I. The LSA rating is not yet deten_inedl°; although the ARIES-III
Current-drive power to plasma, radiative inventorycan be lethal if rels41sedoff-sh, release mechanisms that

PCb(MW) 100 172 285 hameas the significant magnetic (_, 165GJ) and chemical (_, 6,000GJ)
Neutron wall loading (MW/m2): stored energy m not evident. If ARIES-III does not qualify for LSA = I, an

14.1-MEV 2.5 0.06 0.16 LSA = 2 rating results in COE = 82.6m_/kWeh, which represents an
2.5-MEV _, 0 0.02 0.05 l l% increase.

Thermal convemion efftclency, r/T//" 0.49 0.44 0.44
Direct convemion efficiency, riDC NA NA 0.8 The benefit of SSR relative to FSR is reflected as reduced plasma
Thermal power, PTH(GWth) 2.55 3.00 1.95 current, magnetic field, and mass (oc ._PD-;). More than just the
Gmse elr,cfficat power, PET(GWe) 1.25 1.32 1.49 design parameters for these two options must be examined, however; the
Net electrical power, PE:(GWe) 1.0 1.0 1.0 physics assumptions and requirements must also be examined. For the
Recirculating power fraction, I/Q£ 0.20 0.24 0.33 FSR, energy must be confined as well as the ash particles are confined
Mas= powerdenl_y, MPD(kWe/tonne) 84.7 90.1 57.9 (i.e., _'_/rB -- l) *,o maintain the D-3He plasma in a steady-state power

balance. This mumption, if not physically impos_ble, would require some
Level of safety assurance=, [,SP. 2 1 1 powor-consumlng mechanism (e.g. fishbone inatabilittos) to _o fusion
Systems cost8 (MS):(c) products from the plasma at energtas greater than the plasma temperature.

magnets 508 253 768
current drive 110 478 793 Such a mechanism might also adversely impact the confinement of the bulk
first wall and blanket 470 8 4 plasma. The r_/r_ = 2 assumption allowed by envoking the SSR is more
shield 196 174 111 conservative than the rp/r_ = 1 as_;umption used in the FSR. However, the

Total direct coM, TDC(B$) (c) 2.48 1.94 2.85 rp/rB = 2 assumption in SSR remains optimk_ relative to the conventional
ass .u{nptionof r_/rB = 4 used for ARIES-I. The SSR additionally requires

Total cost (Be) (=) 4.78 3.63 5.33 energy confinement times that ere seven times better than predicted by the
Cost of electricity, COE(ndll/kWeh) (¢) 86.0 74.3 94.7 ITER-89P ec_ling*. Both SSR and FSR stretch the physics assumptions to

comparably extreme limits of crodibitlty.

(_) Includes a fraction (0.35) of the current driven by synchrotron radiation The preference for SSR over FSR for the ARIES-III design arises from

(_) The pia=trm current driven externally is ¢onatra_ed to be greater than the reduced plasma parameter= previously mentioned (i.e., I,. B_, and
25% of the plasma cummt. MPD -z) and the lower COE. A comparison of the ARIES-I and -III

(c) NI costa are reported in 1990 $. parameter= given in Table I reveals that the lower power density of the D-3He
fuel compKed to O-T fuel requires ARIES-III to have three times the plasma

Because of the high _/3_, the SSR option relies on the bootstrap effect current of ARIES-I ([_ .-, 30 and = I0 MA, respectively). The ARIES-III
to drive plasma current internally. The magnitude of beta (CT) required to higher beta result= in an on-axis field that 15two.thirds that used in AIRES-I
provide a steady-state op_e__t_i_,W:._dO__Wfor _e SSR o_i,_.., _ d_-.=_,.._.-"d (B,p__= 7.6 end t t T, respectively). Co_n__e_u__l.tty,,the m___,¢,_.etsare the
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i
dominant costfor ARIES-I, whereas the current.drivesystem is the dominant

costfor ARIES-III. The higher beta of ARIES.III relativeto ARIES.I _ = 0.24
tO ' ' I ' i _ ............. VenUS 0.02, respectively) ultimately results is a lower COE for ARIES-III.

PE:" O{T C,_BZ//_/L Althoughthe CO E forARIES-III is lowerthan that of eitherARIES.I or FSR,

//_/// i theCOEsh°uldbec°mparedt°fissileandfossilpowerplantsthatare

II / -

?'/CO\\ ',, projected to produce electricity in the range of 43-64 mill/kWeh in 1990 $LI.

\\\ //_//// . Since the COE of ARIES.III is marginal by this comparison a sensitivity of
5 / tu _- CO E to perturbations in major design variables was undertaken to identify

only high-leverage variables; these results are shown in Fig. 4. The eight
_ - \i t.'" _ variables examined weakly affect CO E, except the net electric power, PE.

- " _,,,',POD/_ "/ An _, 25% Increase in PE produces the ,,, 10% decrease inCO E required to
r'_ - ", Ji make ARIES.III economically competitive with fissile and fossilpower plants.

-_ 0 I _.- . _ More substantialdeoreasos of ,,., 50% inthe unscheduled maintanence

time,
", tr,, and the unit cost of the neutral beam injectors, enel, are required to

O - , _'//_A ', ""-,. decrease CO .C by ,-, 10%. Also of interest is the change in the design

<_ . "/'p/TiC./" /_ ', _-. variables required to decrease the ITER-89P confinement multiplier to an
"_ /_// ",\ "" ?7CD acceptable value (i.e., 3 < H < 5). From the results presented in Fig. 5,

--5 -- t u / / _CNBI \', H _ 4 can be achieved with changes of > 100% in the followingvariables:
, Tp/rE, aT, A, and PE. Of these four variables only the following three can

",,, piC be changed to decrease C'OE and H simultaneously: rprE, A, and PE.
However, Tp/TE iS at the design limit, A is already small, and PE is already

•,, near present.day utility limits.

--10 I ,, , I ,,,, I, ,, = 1 ,'.l, ,__ SUMMARY

The ARIES te&m has completed the design of a tokamak reactor based
--50 --25 0 25 50 on the D-3He fuel cycle to exanlino the consequences of a neutron.lean

L_X//X (7o) fuel cycle. A O-3He fuel cycle eliminates the need for a tritium breeding
blanket that accounts for -,, 40% of the reactor plant equipernant cost
for the expensive ARIES-I SiC blanket and shield; the reduced neutron

Rg. 4. Per cent change in the cost ot electricity resulting from per cent generation also allows the use of an organic coo=antto obtain a high thermal
changes about the POD in aspect mtse, A; ion temperature, Tj; ratio of efficiency r/r H = 0.44. Both first, and seoond-stabillty-region options
particlo-to-eno_jy confinement time, rp/TE; temperature.profile exponent, were considered for ARIES-III. The second-stability.region design, based on
aT; net electric power, PE; current-drive efficiency, r/CD; unscheduled limited experimental results, outperformed the first-stability.region design by
maintanenco time, t_,; and unit cost of the NBI system, cNa [. a wide margin. E_,.'mwith full cost credits for safety (LSA = ! represents

a 25 - 30% cost ore,_ relative to LSA = 4), the SSR ARIES.III is or:.ly
marginally competitive with median-experience fissionpower plants and is far
from competitivewith bast-experience fission power plantsH . The application
of the SSR physics to the O-1" fuel cycle, however, is expected to produce
an ARIES design that is competitive with fissile and fossil power plants.
Generally, significant extrapolations beyond the present physics data base

7.5 , are required to bum D-3He fuel in tokamaks as presently undemtood or

•,_ _ ' ' ' ,_\piC.... I .... I .... envisioned.
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